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***

As I posted this morning, Florida’s governor Ron DeSantis pulled the rug out from under the
lying scum that constitutes the American medical establishment by establishing throughout
Florida medical centers that cure Covid instead of spreading it with vaccination.  Now it has
happened again.  This time in faraway India.

The Indian Bar Association is charging WHO chief scientist Dr. Soumya Swaminathan with
the mass murder of Indians.  Dr. Swaminathan spoke against the use of Ivermectin in the
Tamil Nadu province with the consequence that Ivermectin’s use was blocked and Covid
cases skyrocketed with deaths increasing ten-fold.  

In the provinces where Ivermectin was used—Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, and Goa—
Covid cases declined sharply by 98%, 97%, 94%, and 86%. This success, which cleared
large areas of India from Covid, was kept from you by the New York Times, Washington Post,
CNN, MSNBC, NPR, AMA, Biden, Schumer, Pelosi, and the rest of the criminals who control
the narrative.

Acting  for  the  Indian  Bar  Association,  Dipali  Ojha  said  the  WHO  official  is  accused  of
misconduct because she used her position as a public health official to further the agenda of
special  interests to maintain an Emergency Use Authorization for  the lucrative vaccine
industry.  

Dipali Ojha further stated that the Indian Bar Association is bringing action under section
302 of the Indian Penal Code against Dr. Soumya Swaminathan and others, for murder of
each person who died due to obstruction of treatment of Covid patients with Ivermectin.
Punishment under section 302 of the Indian Penal Code is death or life imprisonment.

Well,  finally,  the  beginning  of  accountability  for  the  orchestrated  “Covid  Pandemic.”   As  I
have emphasized for some months, Dr. Fauci, NIH, CDC, WHO, FDA, the presstitutes, and
the politicians have used Covid to kill and injure large numbers of people for the sake of
billions of  dollars in Big Pharma vaccine profits.   The health authorities,  whore media,  and
scum politicians have lied through their teeth and prevented the use of known, safe cures. 
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Not a single person needed to die or  have health impaired by the virus.   They were
murdered in order to generate fear and panic to drive vaccine profits, insure the destruction
of civil liberty, and perhaps serve the darker agenda of population reduction.

Here is a report of the legal action taken against WHO officials.

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if the American Bar Association had the integrity and courage to
bring charges against, or at least sue, Fauci, Walensky, FDA, NIH, CDC, the governor’s who
criminally  imposed  lockdowns  and  harmful  mask  mandates,  and  the  criminal  medical
organizations and associations that aided and abetted mass murder by blocking Ivermectin
and HCQ and punished the  doctors  who saved lives  by  prescribing  these  totally  safe
medications.   

We are faced with the situation in which official government and private organizations in the
US, UK, and EU are greater mass murderers than Pol Pot!  And nothing will be done about it. 
The West is so undemocratic that accountability is impossible.  

The criminals in charge are about to illegally bestow final approval on the killer vaccines so
that they can continue serving their agendas with mass inoculation with a vaccine that is
known both to kill and to spread the virus.  

*
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